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ABSTRACT
To be able to handle the ever growing volumes of XML doc-
uments, eective and ecient data management solutions
are needed. Managing XML data in a relational DBMS
has great potential. Recently, eective relational storage
schemes and index structures have been proposed as well as
special-purpose join operators to speed up querying of XML
data using XPath/XQuery. In this paper, we address the
topic of query plan construction and logical query optimiza-
tion. The claim of this paper is that standard relational
algebra extended with special-purpose join operators suf-
ces for logical query optimization. We focus on the XPath
accelerator storage scheme and associated staircase join op-
erators, but the approach can be generalized easily.
General Terms
XML, relational algebra, query optimization
1. INTRODUCTION
With the gaining popularity of XML, ever growing volumes
of XML-documents need to be managed. Existing relational
database technology has great potential for being able to
manage these volumes of data. Much research is currently
directed at relational storage schemes and ecient evalua-
tion of XPath [2] and XQuery [3] inside an RDBMS reusing
the heritage of decades of relational technology.
There are eectively two classes of approaches to storage
schemes for XML. First, shredding-based approaches which
store XML data in many relations based on tag names of ele-
ments. For example, data on elements <employee> is stored
in a relation called Employee. A representative of this ap-
proach is [12]. The disadvantage of these approaches is that
they only work well for data-centric XML, i.e., highly struc-
tured XML with schema, a relatively low number of dierent
tag names, and no mixed content nodes. The other class of
approaches to storage schemes views an XML document as
a tree and is centered around one relation storing data on a
per-node basis. Representatives of this class are [8, 4]. These
approaches also work for document-centric XML, but gener-
ally have diculty managing updates and the huge number
of tuples in the one relation.
It has been observed by many (e.g., [4]) that in some cases,
performance of queries is far from optimal. Causes can be
found in the fact that the RDBMS ordinarily can only deploy
generic index structures and join algorithms, and, secondly,
sometimes makes bad choices in constructing a query plan.
The many index structures and numbering schemes that
have been proposed to speed up XML queries in relational
backends, often come with associated special-purpose joins.
Some examples: the multi-predicate merge join (MPMGJN)
[15] avoids row comparisons compared to a standard merge
join when using an information retrieval-style inverted in-
dex. [1] generalizes this work by proposing two families
of structural joins, tree-merge and stack-tree, of which the
MPMGJN is a member of the tree-merge family. Li and
Moon suggest three path joins to be used in a numbering
scheme based on preorder ranks and subtree sizes [8]. The
staircase join speeds up location steps in the presence of a
preorder/postorder numbering scheme, called XPath accel-
erator [4, 6]. It fully uses the properties of the numbering
scheme to minimize comparisons and avoids sorting and du-
plicate removal operations [5]. It has been shown that the
join can easily be integrated in an ordinary RDBMS [9]. Ex-
periments have proven that the performance benet can be
signicant if these special-purpose joins can be eectively
utilized.
This brings us to the second cause of suboptimal perfor-
mance, namely bad query plan construction, which has not
received as much attention yet, but is gaining in attention
quickly. For example, [14] investigates choosing join order
for structural joins of the stack-tree family. The choice is
based on the cost model of [13]. In the context of main-
memory RDBMSs, [11] investigates a cost model for the
XPath accelerator.
This paper focuses on query plan construction and logical
query optimization of XPath queries. One can do logical
query optimization on XPath level (e.g., using the equiv-
alences of [10]) or in other XPath-specic manners such
as [7], but it is our aim to avoid XML-specic techniques
and exploit as much existing relational techniques as pos-
sible. Although index structures, numbering schemes, and
special-purpose joins are XML-specic, we claim that stan-
dard relational algebra extended with these special-purpose
join operators suces for eectively describing query plans
and optimizing them.
The observation underlying the work is that many of the
proposed joins are only valid or ecient in certain situa-
tions, but that choices can often be made on a logical level,
i.e., without a cost model. Furthermore, [11] showed that for
certain axes, it is hard to estimate intermediate result sizes
rendering a cost model sometimes rather inexact. There-
fore, we envision an approach of generating an initial query
plan, then rewriting it according to equivalence rules using
a strategy that focusses on selection of ecient join oper-
ators rst. Final judgement should obviously be left to a
cost estimation. This paper, however, addresses the rst
two steps.
More concretely, we dene a standard relational algebra and
extend it with several join operators. The paper specically
uses the XPath accelerator [4, 6] with variants of the stair-
case join [5]. The approach, however, is generic enough to be
adaptable to include more join variants or even to using an-
other relational storage scheme with other join operators. [5]
proposed only one staircase join operator. We will show that
this is a good choice for one class of XPath expressions (i.e.,
path expressions without predicates). For a larger class,
other variants of the staircase join are benecial. For this
larger class, we will show how an initial query plan can be
generated, and subsequently, how it can be rewritten into
more ecient plans.
This work is part of a larger eort under the project name
Pathfinder1 to construct an XQuery engine on top of re-
lational backends. Among the aims are eciency, bulk-
oriented query processing, and strict adherence to XQuery
semantics.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a short
introduction to the XPath accelerator. Section 3 then de-
scribes classes of XPath expressions and denes several stair-
case join variants benecial in these classes. Section 4 de-
nes a relational algebra extended with these variants. A
typing relation is dened to be able to precisely specify in
Section 5, conditions under which certain equivalences hold.
Section 6 denes how to generate an initial query plan and
Section 7 describes how the equivalence rules can be used to
optimize it.
2. XPATH ACCELERATOR
The XPath accelerator [4, 6] is based on a numbering scheme
where each node v is assigned a preorder pre(v) and a pos-
torder rank post(v). As many have noted, these numbers
eciently characterize location steps as document regions,
also called query windows, e.g., v′ is a descendant of v ⇔
pre(v) < pre(v′) ∧ post(v′) < post (v). Other properties of
the numbering scheme can be more easily seen, when the
nodes are placed in a pre/post plane according to their pre-
order (x-axis) and postorder (y-axis) ranks (see Figure 1).
XPath expressions can be translated to SQL-queries by sim-
ply using the query window associated with the axis step in
1see http://www.inf.uni-konstanz.de/dbis/research/pathfinder/
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Figure 1: Pre/post plane and node encoding table
doc. Lines indicate document regions as seen from
context nodes f (" −−") and g (".."), respectively.
SELECT DISTINCT v2.*
FROM context c, accel v1, accel v2
WHERE c.pre 6 v1.pre AND v1.post 6 c.post
AND v1.name = n
AND v2.pre < v1.pre AND v2.post < v1.post
AND v2.par = v1.par
AND v2.kind = text
ORDER BY v2.pre ASC
Figure 2: SQL-query for the XPath expression
/descendant-or-self::n/preceding-sibling::text()
(context is a table containing the root node).
the WHERE-clause (see Figure 2).
The examples in this paper use the storage scheme of [6]
in which each node is represented in a table doc with the
following attributes: (1) pre (preorder rank), (2) post (pos-
torder rank), (3) par (preorder rank of parent), (4) kind
(node kind), and (5) name (tag name of an element or at-
tribute). Other information, such as the text/value of text
and attribute nodes, is stored in other tables (not used in
this paper). For example, the tuple 〈pre = 1, post = 1, par =
0, kind = elem, name = `b'〉 describes an element with tag
name `b', which is a child of the root node.
We refer to [6, 4] for more details.
3. STAIRCASE JOIN VARIANTS
Query plans made by an RDBMS for SQL-queries like the
one in Figure 2, often use a nested loop join with index
scans as operands. Since the RDBMS has no knowledge of
properties of pre/postorder ranks, it treats them as ordinary
numbers. A special-purpose join, the staircase join, is intro-
duced in [5], which uses rank properties to avoid many tuple
accesses, duplicate production, order changes, hence, avoids
post-processing needed to conform to XPath semantics.
Given the storage scheme of Section 2, the semantics of the
staircase join for ancestor is as follows (other major axes
analogous):
context
−→
anc
doc =
{n ∈ doc | ∃c ∈ context • c·pre > n·pre ∧ c·post < n·post}
In words, it retrieves all nodes from the doc table which are
an ancestor of some node in context. Since it only produces
tuples from its right operand, we call it the right staircase
join to distinguish it from other variants introduced below.
The right staircase join is meant for a specic class of XPath
expressions: path expressions without predicates, more ex-
actly, path expressions of the form s1/s2/ · · · /sn where si =
α :: τ is an axis step along axis α and node test τ . The node
sequence output for step si is used as context node sequence
for step si+1. An ordinary join would concatenate matching
tuples c and n, but attributes of c are irrelevant for step
si+1, hence are discarded.
The next larger class of XPath expressions includes path
expressions in predicates, i.e., a step si is of the form α ::τ [p]
where p is a relative path expression ./s′1/s
′
2/ · · · /s
′
m. An
example of an expression of this class is /s1[./s2] where s1 =
descendant::a and s2 = ancestor::b. The output of a join for
s2 between the result of s1 and doc should output `a' nodes,
i.e., context nodes of s2. This gives rise to the conception
of a dierent staircase join variant, the left staircase join:
context
←−
anc
doc =
{c ∈ context | ∃n ∈ doc • c·pre > n·pre ∧ c·post < n·post}
In more complex expressions, such as s1[./s2/s3], the left
and right staircase join do not suce, because it is desir-
able to have a join that outputs information of both joined
tuples like a typical join. We, therefore, also introduce the
generalized staircase join (a ++ b is record concatenation):
context
anc
doc =
{c ++ n | ∃c ∈ context ∃n ∈ doc•
c·pre > n·pre ∧ c·post < n·post}
From an algorithmic point of view,
←−
and
−→
can apply more
optimizations, hence are more ecient, than . Staircase
joins are similar to merge joins. They sequentially scan both
tables simultaneously while skipping parts of the document
table that are guaranteed not to match context tuples. In
case of
←−
, it suces to nd just one ancestor node for each
context node to output the tuple. Therefore, compared to
−→
, larger portions of the document table can be skipped.
Hence,
←−
is probably the most ecient of the three.
←−
and
−→
can be seen as special cases of where some of
the attributes are projected out and resulting duplicates are
not generated. It is exactly this observation that drives the
logical optimization presented in the sequel.
There are larger classes of XPath expressions that allow
more features in the predicates besides relative path expres-
sions. For example, allowing path expressions originating
from the root or comparisons with constants or other path
expressions. A particularly interesting class is one where
functions like position and last play a role. Preliminary ex-
aminations have revealed that algorithms for staircase join
variants producing a position attribute are possible, but
they are expected to be less ecient than the ones described
above. The three given staircase join variants can be seen
as special cases of these where also the position attribute
is projected out. Consequently, the approach taken here of
projection driven join selection will most certainly work for
this larger class of XPath expressions as well.
For simplicity of presentation, we concentrate in the sequel
on XPath expressions with predicates containing only rela-
tive path expressions. The approach is generic enough to be
adaptable to the larger classes.
4. EXTENDING RELATIONAL ALGEBRA
In this section, we dene a standard relational algebra and
extend it with the aforementioned staircase join variants.
We rst dene some relational concepts and record manipu-
lation functions. We have simplied the presentation by, for
example, dening record types solely by their attribute la-
bels, excluding the attribute's domains. We then dene the
extended relational algebra in terms of the set of possible
expressions Expr and an associated typing relation `::'.
Definition 1. Let L be the set of attribute labels. We vary
l over L. Let Rec ∈ P L be the set of record types. We
vary r over Rec using notation r = 〈l1, . . . , ln〉. A label of a
record type is called an attribute. A relation is dened by its
record type, so we do not dene it separately. Record con-
catenation `++' ∈ Rec×Rec ; Rec is dened by r1 ++r2 =
r1 ∪ r2 if and only if r1 ∩ r2 = ∅. The function prefix ∈
L×Rec→ Rec prefixes the attribute labels of a record type:
prefix(l′, 〈l1, . . . , ln〉) = 〈l
′·l1, . . . , l
′·ln〉. Its dual unprefix ∈
L×Rec ; Rec removes prexes: unprefix(l′, 〈l′·l1, . . . , l
′·ln〉) =
〈l1, . . . , ln〉, which is only dened for record types where all
labels are prexed with l′.
We continue by dening our algebra as a set of expressions.
The kernel of the algebra consists of the standard projection
pir, selection σp, and join 1p. To improve readability of the
query plans, there is also a negative projection operator ~pir,
which `projects out' certain attributes. Moreover, prexing
and unprexing operators /
r
and .
r
are added to allow for
explicit treatment of attribute renaming. Finally and most
importantly, we extend the algebra with the three staircase
join variants explained in Section 3.
Definition 2. Let Expr be the set of expressions inductively
dened as in Figure 3. We vary e over Expr. Although we
do not specify what a predicate2 is, we dene labels(p) to
return the labels used in p. For readability, we sometimes
write the join operators in a prex way, e.g.,
α
(e1, e2).
2We will not further dene a predicate, but the intention is
that it is a boolean expression using connectives and simple
comparisons on attributes. A typical predicate would be
pre ≤ ctx·pre ∧ post ≥ ctx·post .
e ∈ Expr r ∈ Rec
pir(e), ~pir(e) ∈ Expr
e ∈ Expr l ∈ L
/
l
(e), .
l
(e) ∈ Expr
r ∈ Rec
r ∈ Expr
e ∈ Expr `p is a predicate2'
σp(e) ∈ Expr
e1, e2 ∈ Expr `p is a predicate'
e1 1p e2 ∈ Expr
e1, e2 ∈ Expr α ∈ {anc, desc, prec, foll}
e1
α
e2, e1
←−
α
e2, e1
−→
α
e2 ∈ Expr
Figure 3: Expressions
r ∈ Rec
r :: r
e :: r′ r ⊆ r′ r′′ = r′ \ r
~pir(e) :: r
′′
e :: r′ r ⊆ r′
pir(e) :: r
e :: r labels(p) ⊆ r
σp(e) :: r
e :: r
/
l
(e) :: prefix(l, r)
e :: r ∀l′ ∈ r • l′ = l·l′′
.
l
(e) :: unprefix(l, r)
e1 :: r1 e2 :: r2 labels(p) ⊆ r1 ∪ r2
e1 1p e2 :: r1 ++ r2
e1 :: r {ctx·pre , ctx·post} ⊆ r
e2 :: r
′ {pre , post} ⊆ r′
e1
α
e2 :: r ++ r
′, e1
←−
α
e2 :: r, e1
−→
α
e2 :: r
′
where α ∈ {anc, desc, prec, foll}
Figure 4: Typing rules
Although XPath is an algebra on node sequences, our or-
derless set-based algebra suces to capture it. Note that
the XPath 2.0 specication [2] states that the result of a
location step should be duplicate-free and sorted in docu-
ment order. As long as the pre attribute is not projected
out, it captures document order fully. Combined with the
duplicate-free restriction, a set-based algebra is sucient.
Definition 3. We inductively dene a typing relation `::'∈
Expr ↔ Rec as in Figure 4. e :: r indicates that e is a valid
expression and has type r.
Example 4. Below, a simple example is shown of an algebra
expression that can occur as query plan.
pipre(σname=a( /
ctx
(root)
desc
doc))
In words, the expression prexes the labels of the root re-
lation with ctx . The result is joined with the doc relation
using the (generalized) staircase join. This results in a re-
lation with tuples representing the descendants of the root
including attributes of the root itself (ctx·∗). The expression
then selects all tuples with name `a'. Since we are only in-
terested in identiers of the resulting nodes, the expression
e :: r
pir(e) ≡ e
e :: r
~pi∅(e) ≡ e
pir(pir′(e)) :: r
pir(pir′(e)) ≡ pir(e)
pir(~pir′(e)) :: r
pir(~pir′(e)) ≡ pir(e)
~pir(pir′(e)) :: r
′ \ r
~pir(pir′(e)) ≡ pir′\r(e)
pir(/
l
(e)) :: r
pir(/
l
(e)) ≡ /
l
(piunprefix(l,r)(e))
pir(.
l
(e)) :: r
pir(.
l
(e)) ≡ .
l
(piprefix(l,r)(e))
pir(σp(e)) :: r Q = labels(p)
pir(σp(e)) ≡ ~piQ\r(σp(piQ∪r(e)))
e1 :: r1 e2 :: r2 Q = labels(p) Q ⊆ r1 ∪ r2
pir(e1 1p e2) ≡ ~piQ\r(piQ∪(r∩r1)(e1) 1p piQ∪(r∩r2)(e2)
σp(e1
α
e2) :: r e1 :: r1 labels(p) ⊆ r1
σp(e1
α
e2) ≡ σp(e1)
α
e2
σp(e1
α
e2) :: r e2 :: r2 labels(p) ⊆ r2
σp(e1
α
e2) ≡ e1
α
σp(e2)
σp(e1
←−
α
e2) :: r
σp(e1
←−
α
e2) ≡ σp(e1)
←−
α
e2
σp(e1
−→
α
e2) :: r
σp(e1
−→
α
e2) ≡ e1
−→
α
σp(e2)
pir(e1
α
e2) :: r e1 :: r1 r ⊆ r1
L = {ctx·pre , ctx·post}
pir(e1
α
e2) ≡ ~piL\r(piL∪r(e1)
←−
α
e2)
pir(e1
α
e2) :: r e2 :: r2 r ⊆ r2 L = {pre , post}
pir(e1
α
e2) ≡ ~piL\r(e1
−→
α
piL∪r(e2))
Figure 5: Some equivalence rules
projects on the pre attribute obtaining the preorder ranks
of the descendant nodes with tag name `a'.
5. EQUIVALENCE RULES
Definition 5. The most important equivalence rules for our
extended relational algebra are given in Figure 5.
The top ve equivalence rules of Figure 5 eliminate projec-
tions. The given cases often occur as the result of apply-
ing other equivalences. For example, the third equivalence
states that pictx·pre(pictx·∗(e)) is equivalent with pictx·pre(e).
The typing rules enforce that {ctx·pre} ⊆ {ctx·∗} or generi-
cally in the equivalence rule that r ⊆ r′.
The next four rules specify how a projection can be pushed
through the (un)prexing, selection and join operators. Push-
ing a projection through an (un)prexing operator means
adapting attribute labeling. Since a selection or join con-
dition may refer to attributes that are projected out, they
should be retained in the operand and need to be projected
out from the result. For example, pipre(σname=a(e)) is equiv-
alent with ~piname(σname=a(pipre,name(e))).
The nal six rules show how selection and projection can be
pushed through the staircase join variants. If a selection only
refers to attributes of the left or right operand of a staircase
join, it can be pushed to that operand. Pushing a projection
through the staircase join should in a similar way retain the
attributes referred to by the staircase join (i.e., pre, post ,
ctx ·pre , and ctx ·post). The last two rules are of special
importance. Notice how pushing the projection through the
generalized staircase join, replaces it with the more ecient
left or right staircase join. For example, pipre(e1
desc
e2) is
equivalent with ~pipost (e1
−→
desc
pipre,post (e2)).
For space reasons, we omit correctness proofs of the equiv-
alence rules. Observe that types of equivalent expressions
are the same. A standard (set theoretic) semantics of rela-
tional algebra suces for a complete proof. This completes
our denition of the extended relational algebra. We now
turn our attention to translating XPath expressions to query
plans and optimizing them.
6. INITIAL QUERY PLAN CONSTRUCTION
Definition 6. The class of XPath expressions we support,
is dened by the grammar below:
xpath ::= `/', pathexpr
pathexpr ::= step | step, `/', pathexpr
step ::= axis, `::', nodetest [ `[', predicate, `]' ]
axis ::= self | parent | ancestor | ancestor-or-self
| child | descendant | descendant-or-self
| preceding | preceding-sibling
| following | following-sibling
nodetest ::= node() | element() | text() | name |@name
predicate ::= `./', pathexpr
Below, we dene how to obtain an initial query plan. The
function X [[xp]](e) constructs a plan for (sub)expression xp.
xp may contain a hole `' to indicate where partial query
plan e should be inserted in the resulting query plan.
Definition 7.
[nodetest] X [[ :: nodetest]](e) = σp(e)
nodetest p
node() true
element() kind = elem
text() kind = text
name name = \name"
@name name = \name" ∧ kind = attr
[axis] X [[/axis]](e) = e′
axis e′
self e
child /
ctx
(e) 1ctx·pre=parent doc
descendant /
ctx
(e)
desc
doc
parent /
ctx
(e) 1ctx·parent=pre doc
ancestor /
ctx
(e)
anc
doc
preceding /
ctx
(e)
prec
doc
preceding-sibling ~pipar
1
·∗,par
2
·∗(
σpar
1
·parent=par
2
·parent (
1ctx·pre=par
2
·pre(
1pre=par
1
·pre(
/
ctx
(e)
prec
doc
, /
par
1
(doc))
, /
par
2
(doc)
)))
following /
ctx
(e)
foll
doc
following-sibling analogous to
preceding-sibling
[step1] X [[/axis :: nodetest[./pathexpr]]](e) =
.
ctx
(pictx·∗(pe))
where ax = X [[/axis]](e)
nt = X [[ :: nodetest]](ax )
pe = X [[/pathexpr]](nt )
This rule is based on the XPath symmetry p[p1/p2] ≡
p[p1[p2]] for any path expressions p, p1, and p2 [10].
[step2] X [[/axis :: nodetest]](e) = nt
where ax = X [[/axis]](e)
nt = X [[ :: nodetest]](ax )
[pathexpr] X [[/step/pathexpr]](e) =
X [[/pathexpr]](X [[/step]](e))
[xpath] X [[/pathexpr]]() =
pipre(X [[/pathexpr]](root ))
where root is an algebra expression
returning a relation with one tuple: the
root of the document.
Example 8. Example 4 is actually the initial query plan for
the simple XPath expression /descendent :: a. It is obtained
through the translation scheme above in the following way.
X [[/descendent :: a]]() =
= pipre(X [[/descendent :: a]](root ))
= pipre(X [[ :: a]](X [[/descendent]](root )))
= pipre(σname=a( /
ctx
(root)
desc
doc))
7. QUERY PLAN OPTIMIZATION
We show how the generated plans can be logically optimized
by looking at two examples, a simple and a more complex
one. For the latter, two candidate plans are given for which
only a cost model-based decision can determine which one
is to be preferred.
Example 9. Using the equivalence rules of Figure 5, the
initial query plan of /descendent :: a (see Example 8) can be
optimized as follows.
X [[/descendent :: a]]() =
= pipre(σname=a( /
ctx
(root)
desc
doc))
Push the projection through the selection
≡ ~piname(σname=a(pipre,name( /
ctx
(root)
desc
doc)))
Push the projection through the staircase join. This
selects the more ecient right staircase join variant.
≡ ~piname(σname=a(~pipost(
/
ctx
(root)
−→
desc
pipre,post,name(doc))))
Example 10. For the still considered simple XPath expres-
sion /child :: a[./descendant :: b], many semantically equiva-
lent query plans are possible. First, the initial query plan
generated by X (derivation omitted).
pipre( .
ctx
(pictx·∗(σname=b(
desc
(σname=a( /
ctx
(root) 1p doc), doc)))))
where p = (ctx·pre = par )
A good strategy for optimization is to push the outer pro-
jection inwards as far as possible. The resulting query plan:
.
ctx
(~piname(σname=b(pictx·pre,name(
desc
(σname=a( /
ctx
(root) 1p doc), doc)))))
Observe that this plan still uses the generalized staircase
join, hence is probably rather inecient. The problem is
that the projection pictx·pre,name(. . .) involves attributes from
both operands of the staircase join. In this case, it is prob-
ably better to push the selection σname=b(. . .) inwards rst.
This results in the query plan
.
ctx
(~pictx·post (
←−
desc
(pictx·pre,ctx·post (σname=a( /
ctx
(root ) 1p doc))
, σname=b(doc))))
This query plan can obviously be optimized further by push-
ing pictx·pre,ctx·post (. . .) further inwards, but important is that
the more ecient left staircase join can be used at the ex-
pense of σname=b(. . .) being evaluated on a possibly much
larger operand. Only a cost model-based evaluation of the
query plan can judge whether or not this pays o.
Note that we only addressed logical optimization on the level
of the algebra. Logical optimization can also be done on
the level of XPath using the XPath symmetries of [10]. For
example, /descendent :: a[./ancestor :: b] is equivalent with
/descendent::b/descendent::a. We believe, however, that fu-
ture research will show that such XML-specic optimization
is largely unnecessary, since both expressions will produce
equivalent query plans that can probably more eectively
be optimized on the level of relational algebra.
8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we claim that for query plan construction and
logical optimization for XPath querying on top of an ordi-
nary RDBMS, there is no need for a special algebra, but that
a rather standard relational algebra extended with special-
purpose XML join operators suces. The paper shows how,
for example, rather standard logical relational optimization
techniques can drive join selection for the special-purpose
joins. The paper specically focuses on the XPath accelera-
tor storage scheme and associated staircase join operators to
benet the Pathfinder project, but the approach is adapt-
able to other relational storage schemes and join operators.
The paper includes an extension of a rather standard rela-
tional algebra with several staircase join variants. A typing
relation has been dened to be able to precisely dene the
conditions under which certain equivalences hold in the al-
gebra. A translation scheme is given that generates a query
plan for a class of XPath expressions that includes predicates
with relative path expressions. The equivalence rules are
then used to logically optimize the plan. Common strategies
are to push projections and selections inwards through the
join operators. For several examples, it has been shown how
this can drive the application of more ecient join opera-
tors. Larger classes of XPath expressions have been sketched
for to which the approach can be easily extended. Although
this shows that the optimization approach is useful and re-
alistic, full treatment involves, among others, a complete set
of equivalence rules and a denition of a rewriting strategy
that pursues a normal form.
Other logical next steps in this research are to include cost
estimation of query plans, e.g., based on [11], supported
by experimental validation. Furthermore, it is interesting
to investigate how the rather simple relational equivalence
rules compare to the XPath-specic equivalence rules of [10].
We expect that XPath-specic optimization based on these
rules is largely unnecessary, because equivalent XPath ex-
pressions will map to equivalent relational query plans that
can (possibly more eectively) be optimized on the level of
the relational algebra. The use of schema information (in
a DTD or XML schema) for query optimization is an in-
teresting direction as well. A possible rst step here is to
investigate how schema information can be used for more
accurate cost modelling. Finally, in the context of XQuery,
perhaps one or two additional extensions are needed to the
otherwise standard relational algebra, but we expect that it
is straightforward to construct a few new equivalence rules
that include those extensions.
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